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I want to tell you a story…



Kelly embarks on a data science journey!

…she consumes math, 
stats, and CS material

…she spends free time 
hacking on side projects

…she graduates from a 
top university with

…she lands a lucrative 
job at an ad-tech firm!





So, why are so many end up doing it?

No young hacker grows up dreaming of selling ads!



Daten wieder

Sagen große





So, you want to be a data scientist…





Hacking 
Skills

Obtain Munge

I hold the following truths to be self-evident... 	

1. Data come from many sources 
2. Data come in many form(at)s

80%

10%
10%

A .zip file of PDFs ≠ data	

‣ Data scientist must know where to 

get data and how to obtain it	

‣ Work with big text files	


!
$ head publicvotes-20101018_votes.dump 
!
‣ Work with APIs	


!
$ curl http://search.twitter.com/
search.json?q=@drewconway > drewconway.json

Real data are messy  	

‣ Even curated data: duplicates, missing 

values, date formats	

‣ Combine data from multiple sources/

formats	

‣ Tools	


• *NIX tools: sed, awk, grep	

• Scripting languages: Perl, Python and R	


!
$ cat ufo_awesome.tsv | grep probe | wc -l 
    131 



Hacking 
Skills

While 80% of effort is spent here, perhaps 
most straightforward to teach

Heavily tool focused, borrow from CS/EE curriculums 	

‣ Comfort working at the command-line, with text editors	

‣ A language for every season!	


Conveying findings in creative and compelling ways



Math & Stats 
Knowledge

If:        Better data beats better math	

Then:  What methods should be taught?

How do you find structure 
in new data?	

‣ Scatter plots	

‣ Density plots	


Data exploration that scales	

‣ Reduce dimensionality	

‣ PCA, SVD, MDS

Methods must match data	

‣ Text	

‣ Geospatial	

‣ Web-scale	


What is the ‘best’ model?	

‣ Most predictive	

‣ Most parsimonious	

‣ Cross-validation

Explore Model



}

Math & Stats 
Knowledge

Universities good at methods training...	

...but what methods fit into Data Science?

Things data scientist like...	

‣ Illustrating the current state of the world	

‣ Predicting future observations	

‣ Classifying/ranking observations

Things social scientists like...	

‣ Testable theoretical models	

‣ Natural experiments	

‣ Causality

1. When applicable	

2. Right tool / right job	

3. Open black boxes	

4. Learn limitations



Substantive 
Expertise

Data Science, as a discipline, is 
fundamentally about human behavior

Inquire Interpret

80%

10%
10%

Focus on questions / not tech	

‣ What new questions can be 

asked from web-scale data?	

‣ Tools are a means to an end	


Social science has questions	

‣ Markets	

‣ Organization	

‣ Decision making

How do we know when 
the results we get make 
sense, if ever?



https://flic.kr/p/7zaJyV

https://flic.kr/p/7zaJyV


So, you want to hire a data scientist…



https://soundcloud.com/bladexofficial/borgore-sikdope-vs-martin-garrix-x-ww-bigfoot-animals-apocalypse

You

Data scientist

https://soundcloud.com/bladexofficial/borgore-sikdope-vs-martin-garrix-x-ww-bigfoot-animals-apocalypse


Analyzing the analyzers. Harris, Murphy, and Vaisman, http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920029014.do

The T-shaped skill distribution

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920029014.do


Analyzing the analyzers. Harris, Murphy, and Vaisman, http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920029014.do

The T-shaped skill distribution

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920029014.do


Give your team teeth
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And a nice smile…

Hacking

Stats/ML

Expertise

Communication

Visualization



And, what’s next…?





Project 
Florida

drew@projectfla.com


